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Soviet Offensive Use of Chemical Weapons (U) 

A Research Report 

This report was authored by in 
collaboration withlllillflfliiiiilil. Theater Forces nivision Office of 
Soviet Analysis. Research assistance was provided h1- 14 

- Strategic Forces nivision, Office of Soviet Analysis. 
Comments and queries are welcome and m~y be addressed to the 
~ater Forces Division, Office of Soviet Analysis, on 
--- (IJ) 

This paper was coordinated with the Office of Scientific and 
Weapons Research , (U) 
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PrefacP. 

Purpose 

This sturly investigates Soviet rloctrinal concepts for the 
use of chemical weapons on the European battlefield, during both 
conventional and nuclear pha ses of war. It draws upon e~ nce 
from Wars aw Pact exercises and doctrina l writings. (1) -

Two major issues are addressed: 

Major changes over the last two deca des in the relative 
emp hasi s on offensive use of chemical warfare in Soviet 
military planning . 
Soviet intentions for the first use of toxic chemicals on 
the non-nuclear battlefield. 

The latter issue has been a major poinf ~ ntention within the 
Intelligence Community for some years. -

Scope. Almost - ~oviet and Non-Soviet Warsaw P~ct 
(NSWP) classified military writings dating from the fifties to 
the early eighties, inclurling the most sensitive an~ 
authoritative documents available to the Intelligence Community, 
were reviewed for inform~tion on W~rsaw Pact policy and doctrine 
for offensive chemical warfare. We believe this effort is the 
most intensive examination yet conducted of this m~terial Tn 
addition, with the assistance of ~ 

detailed survey was co ndu cted covering 
more than two decades . Specific examples of the si mulated use of 
chemical weapons in Pact command post ~xercises (CPXs) or field 
training exercises (FTXs) were of particular interest.-
appropriate . Uncla ssified Soviet literature was not extensively 
exploited because it tends to be propagandistic and, in our 
opinion , does not provide a reliable indication of Soviet 
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inten tions in thi s sensitive area. -

master key will not be publisherl but is available hy contacting 
Chief, Theater Forces Division, SOVA. (ll) 
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Deve l opment of Doctrine After World War II 

After World War II 2 , the Soviet Union continued development 
of nerve agents, but a revo1ution in Soviet military doctrine and 
strategy brought about by the deployment of nuclear weapons in 
the mid-to-late fifties eclipsed developments in the chemica l 
arena. Nevertheless, classified Pact writings clearly i ndicate 
that by the m~d-to-late sixties, the Soviets had signif i cantly 
a1tered their WW II concepts to place them in consonance with 
11 modernu conditions--i .e., operations on a nuclear battl~field. 
Despite a number of minor refinements and a few ma j or alterations 
sinc.e .then, much of S.ovie.t employment doctrine for 11 modern 11 

c hemical operations--covering the tactics and techniques, wea pons 
effects, targeting, and munitions deliv~ry--had already been 
formulated by 1961. Tnis doctrine was expounded in a classified 
Soviet military writing, "Principles of the Employment of 
Chemical Missiles,u ~equently excerpted in The 
Penkovskiy Papers. ·- (25) 

The following discussion of Post WW II development of Soviet , ·• ., '. 

doctrine for the employment of chemical weapons is based on 
authoritat1ve Soviet and non-Soviet Warsaw Pact wr i tings from t he 
early sixties to the mid-seventies. In the vast majority of 
these writings~ chemic~l munitions use is clearly discussed tn 
ass95j~tion ~ifh tfi~ ~moJovment 9r nuclear weapons. Anomalous 
suggestions of the use of chemical weapons fn the early phase of 
wa·r . when only ,..c:o·n·v'.e:nti-on·al means of de~osedly are 
used are detailed in a later section. 3 ~ 

According to Soviet doctrine from the 1960s, chemical 
weapons could be employed by front, army, or division-level 

2 The Soviet experience with chemical warfare prior to 1946 is addresed i n 
Annex 8. 

3 See p. 51. 
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these forces and are categorized hy the Soviets as "tactical" and 
"operational -tactical." They are not primarily intended for 
chemical munitions deliver ho wever rather fr ar or 
conventional fire. 
sixties, in discussing po ent1al roles for Long Range Aviation (a 
strategic attack force) in support of f ront operations, noted 
that bomhers could be used for delivery of chemical, 
conventional, or nuclear ordnance beyond the range of the front's 
integral means, specific~lly against such targets as NATO forces 
at ports of embarkation. (26} However, neither training nor 
exercise s for chP.mical by LRA have been 

- front level 
chem,ca del ivery systems includ~ division
level rockets and mis siles (FROG-3/7; Scud A~~) which harl 
maximum ranges of up to 300 kilometers. These rockets and 
missiles were equipped with chemical warheads carrying unitary 
munitions as well as the more prevalent cassette warheads 
containing submunitions (2fia) Cruise missiles, assigned to the 
front air armies and having a range of 500 kilometers, were also 
available. The navy's coastal missiles and artillery also 
evidently were to conduct chemical strikes out to 100 kilometerss 
in support of anti-landing operations. Other delivery systems 
included front and naval aviation aircraft, armed with with 
unitary or bomhlet munitions and, to a le ss er extent, sprayers 
and other devices, possibly including chemical naval mi nes and 

4 A front , the largest Pact field force, is roughly comparable to a NATO army 
group with i ts associated air fo rces. A front may consist of three to five 
ground armies (each including three to five tank or motorized rifle 
divisions), air forces including as many as several hundred tactical aircraft, 
and naval elements (when operating on a mnritime sector). The overall size of 
a fully-mobilized front could range from 300,000 to more than 500,000 men••

1111 
5 Although during a recent reorganization, Long Range Aviation (LRA) was 
abolished and the bomber assets referred to here now form air armies of the 
Supreme High Command (VGK), because of its historical context he LRA will 
continue to be referred to by that name in this study. 
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torpedoe s. (27) Artill ery also reta i~ed its WW II role as a 
major chemical delivery system. Although 122 mm and 15~ mm 
apparently continu ed to be the primary calibers essentially all 
tube artillery and mortars over 85 - mm, as well as multiple rocket 
launchers, have been associa~very of chemicals at 
one time or another. 6 (28) - . 

Other delivery systems, many of which apparently harken back 
to WW II, include: land mines, hand grenades, aerosol generators 
(portable and trailer mounted ) and chemical spray vehicles 
( a ct ual 1 y ~tami nat i on v eh i cl es u s i n g a spray 
nozzle ) . ~ (29) 

Soviet offensive chemical doctrine from the early sixties 
through at least the mid -sev enties as described in Pact documents 
can be summarized as follows: 

Chemical weapons are to be used in a front offensive to 
drastically reduce the combat effectiveness of enemy 
troops and to disrupt the operation of control 
organizations and rear services through the mass 
incapacitation and debilitation of personnel and through 
the contamination of combat equipment and terra i n in the 
enemy's territory. 
These weapons are used hy the front's rocket troops, 
aviation, and artillery on t he main axes, by s urprise and 
massively, in combination with other means of destruction 
and against targets having the greatest density 

- onnel and the l eas t protection for them. 
( 30) 

Specifically , Soviet princip l es for the use of chemical 
weapons reflected in Pact classified writinqs of this period 
_c~a_1_1~e_d_f~o~r_t.;.....h~e_: ~m_a_s~s_i_v_e~~-· -s~u_ro,....r~i_s_e_u~s_e--:-o_f-:-c_h_e_m_1~·c_a_l --:-:w_e_a~p_o_ns combine d 
w1th nuclear weapons against important targets. Mos~ writ1ngs = 

ct CW weapons (and agents), see CIA OSI-
December 1975, Characteristics of · 

Warsaw Pact Chem1ca Warfare Aents and Wea ons S stems~ 
anuary 19 , Toxic C emica l Warfare Agents and Weapons

Systems- - l!SSR (U) Appendix B~usses agents, munitions and de .livery systems 
current1y in the inventory . -
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noted that the element of 6 ur9ri s;) was an essential condition for 
effectiveness unless used aga1nst a poorly-equipped enemy. 

(1,_perat16nai deception) was vital to confusing the enemy as to the 
true intentions and concepts of operation of Pact chemical 
forces , as well as means, targets, and time of use. Conduc t ing 
ch emical attacks at twilight, at night, or using air burst at a 
height sufficient to be unobservable from the 
seen to contribute to ensurin 

Soviet doctrine also cal led for the use of chemicals in both 
"offensi ve" and "defensive" operations (in the latter case often 
to assist in the transition to the offensive}, to inflict massive 
casualties on the enemy, and to hinder his comhat actions and the 
functioning of his rear services. The use of chemicals fo r 
"harassing" purposes, particularly in rear areas, was mentioned 
repeate<lly to: 

hinder enemy repair and recovery work and the 
reconstruction of destroyed installations. 
disorganize shipbuilding and repair. 
hamper enemy use of ports as well as nava l bases. 
prevent the enemy from conducting combat ac tions in 
specified areas. 
preclud~ the enemy from using specified airfields (by 
using chemicals and conventiona l munitions to neutralize 
the airfiel d for one day). 
delay the launch of NATO's miss il es (by up to an hour). 
restrict the maneuver of enemy armor anrl channel it into 
prepared defensive areas. 

The use o f chemical munitions to create barriers or sectors of 
contaminated terrain that could protect friendly f l anks or 
conta in an encircled enemy and prevent his retreat was frequently 
adv ocated. Additionally, during the sixties, there _were many 
references to the use of chemicals to support amphibio us landing 
operatio ns and to defeat NATO's amphibious or airborne forces at 
points of embarkation or landing areas--in some cases a distance 
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Normally these references comhined chemica l strikes wi t h 
rtYClear strikes. Chemical strikes were used to destroy targets 
which were not planned for attack weapons 
sectors where nuclear strikes had 

a chemical 
, r 1 ery, an a1rcra e lau nched in 

advance of, simultaneously with, or after nuclear strikes, during 
th e initial or subsequent phases of preparatory fire. Use in 
ad vance of nuclear strikes was thought to assure maximum surprise 
while not reducing t he effectiveness of nuclear strikes, 
com pe ll ing t he enemy to continue to use protective equ i pment 
against contamination, thereby reducing his physica l 
efficie ncy. Such use in advance of nuclear strikes harl very 
little evide ntial suppor t , however, from other sources wh i ch 
iliiillllilillsimu lta neous or subsequent use as their context . 

at simultaneous chem ic al and nuc le ar 
strike mely precise distribut i on of 
t ~s. o prec u e es ruction o t e chem1ca11 co taminated 
atmosph ere, chemical attacks would have to be conducted on 
targets l ocated outside th e zone of air t ur bulence created hy the 
nuclear explosion. Th e most recent writings indicated that the 
zones prod uced by nuclear explos i ons, with yields of 2 to 100 
kilotons , would extend out 3 to 6 kil ometers with a norm of 5 
kilomet ers. In one example, the distance between the ground zero 
for a 20 kilot on nuclear missile and the ground zero for a 
chemical missile was to be 5 kilometers. Sources from th e early 
s ixties suggested the required nuclear-chemica l separation 
distance might even be as much as 5 to 10 kilometers. Chemical 
attacks launched after nuclear strikes, however, were thought to 
assure maximum effectiveness. Here ngain, chemical targets would 
need to be an adequate distance from the nuclear ground zero, but 
would be conducted some ten to 15 minutes (some writings indicate 
~as two to three minutes) after the nuclear bu rsts. -
- (33 ) 

Pact writings also stressed the use of chemical weapons in 
combination with high explosive and fragmentation munitions, 
although normally in what appeared to be a nuclear war contex t . 
Addit ional casualties would result and furt her comba t an d 
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recovery (reconstitution) efforts would be hindered by requ i ring 
enemy personnel to operate in hot ~nd bulky protective gear. 
Soviet doctrine as far back as WW II envisaged forcing the enemy 
to don protective gear as a specific goal of chemical use. 
Ope~ating in such gear would reduce the soldier's fighting 
albility, tire and dem~ralize him, and use up his rlefensive 
equipmen _ 11 • • t II • I I a m more susceptible to later chemical 
attack. 

Other uses for chemical strikes, according to Sov i et 
writ i ngs from the mid-seventies, include: 

attacking enemy groupings which have not been 
sufficiently neutralized with nuclear weapons. 
disruption of the enemy's transition to the defense. 
ensuring high rates of maneuver , 
defeating the enemy in meeting engagements. 
destroying encircled forces. 
assisting in the capture of fortif i ed areas. 
preparing for assault crossing of wide water obstacles 
(rivers, straits, or bays over 150 meters width) and the 
capture of straits zones . 
assisting in mountain operations ( hy attacking enemy 
forces defending passes, gaps, and road junctions). 
supporting desert operations (in particular, to 
contaminate oases and sources of water--as well as supply 
points for water and fuel). 

The use of chemical weapons to seize or defend urban areas and in 
operations conducted in cold climates are not addressed in t he 
mid-seventies writings, although they a 11-. I t111. rable 
sensitive materials a decade earlier. (35) 

Al though a wide variety of targets for cberojcaJ 
classifi ed writin s somP. 

TOP SECRET 

Nuclear means, including enemy missile units, nuclear 
artil l ery, nuclear - delivery aircraft, and nuclear storage 
and logistics sites or units . 
Airfields, particularly those at which nuclear- delivery 
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aircraft are based . 
Command and control posts at the brigade, division, 
corps, and army, observation and radar reconnaissance 
posts, as well as radio-technical or radio-electronic 
in sta llations . 
large concentrations of troops in the open, i.e., 
assembly areas. 
Advancing troop groupings. 
Tactical or operational reserves in concentration areas, 
moving forward , or in lo ad ing .areas. 
Rear services installations. 
Personnel in points o f resistance. 
River crossing sites and other obstacles to movement. 

Other targets which were consi de red key, at least in the sixties,
included air defenses, ports, naval bases, and airfields 
supporting the e~ enemy amphibious and airborne 
landing forces . - (36) 

Changing Emphasis on Offensive Use of Chemical Warfare 
Greater Emphasis 1n S1xt 1es. 

0During the 196Q~ ~nd intn tho ~~Jy seventies, tbAce 
a eared to be a greater , clearer em hasis on offensive chemical 
u . ~ .n mp oyment of chem1ca1 weapons was an 
integral part of So viet planning for general nuclear war with 
NATO. The Pact normallv included the offenstve use of chemic~, 
a_nd nuc1 ear weapons 1n plann1n front offe..n.s,ve and detensfve 

ra n1ng sy abae routine y
f or the use of both chemical 

and nucl ear weapons in offensive and defensive operations of 
front and army; in comb at use of rocket troops and artillery; in 
rear services support to the ground fo so forth. Top
Secret Sovi et cl.acumens rovid 11 r 
c ass, 1e ac wr1 1ngs, inc 
use 1 aha piann1nq for the use. 

ud e 
of chemical munitions by

div1s1ons , armies, and front~· by Sov i et tactical and strategic
aviation; in support of a i r borne a nd amphib i ous landing 
operations, as well as in defense against such landings. The use 
of chemical weapons was also discussed i . I • I . eld 
Service Regulations during the sixties. (57) 

Below is a short list of examples of the articles dealing 
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exclusive]{ with chemical employment doctrine, planning tactics, · 
agents, de ivery systems, anrl effectivene7s, which apeared in 
Warsaw Pact classified military writings: · 

1%1: of the Employment of ~hemical ijeapons" 

e 
weapons in general.
late sixties/early seventies in an article on the 

• I -employment of chemi •• I • support of division
level operations . ( 58) 

O~rinq the sjxtjes, offensive u~e nJ fbPmical weaoops was 
discussed extensively in Pact literature and. in conjunction with 
nuclear weapons, was trequentry practiced or s1mulated 1n war 
games ano exercises. f1e1a tra1n1rig exercises (Fl~s) 7 

occas1onai ly included live firing of chem i cal munitions. At the 
Voroshilov General Staff Academy, classroom training, war games, 
and command post e xercises gave senior officers extensive 
practice in planning and coordinating massive chemical and 
nuclear strikes at front, and perha ps, Theater of Military 
Operations level. This training encompassed front and army 
allocations of c hemi cal and nuclear weapons, including production 
of front-wide fire plans f or ground and air-rielivered chemical or 
nuclear weapons and the calcu l ation of pro~on both 
sides from chemical and nu clea r weapons . ----(59) 

Clas sroom training . . ogg 
them Frunze- Combined d 

tfie rimoshen anrl 
p in all thP. o H>S as 
w n the Chemica Oefense Aca emy, an poss, y 1n some 
o'"t'lter lower - level military schools, P.Xf)P.rienc e<1 comhinecJ arms 
office rs--whose units woul d he the actual users of chemical 
munitions - -apparent ly receive d the more "nu ts-and-bolts " tr a ining 

7 The vast majority of references in classified writ ings to Pact 
offensive use of chemical weapons were in articles dealing with 
more gener al topics-- ~ tions of a missile brigade, 
an army, or a front. ------

8 TCS-5548/83
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A1l ocation and use of chemica1 and nuclear in war 
an riod 

act 
The Sov et groups o or 

Czech forces . and apparently to a lesser extent, East 
German and Bulgarian troops often were involved in national 
exercises or in major combined Warsaw Pact ex?.rcises with 
simulated employment of che mi cal and nuc le ar weapons. - According 
to Soviet military writings, aspects of chemical an d nuclear 
weapons employment and the us e of computers to assess their 
effectiveness occurred in the annual training plans, war games,
CPXs, and FTXs of many military districts. Our evidence is best 
for the Carpathian Mn, but at least the Leningrad, Baltic, Kiev, 
Odessa, and Turkestan Mns also participated. Some of the major 
Warsaw Pact or national-level exercises in wh ich chemical and 
nuclear weapons are known to have been employed offensively by 
the Pact include: 

including Polish, Soviet, and East German 

. Even in the sixtjgs, when training and Tlanning for the use 
of chemical and nuclear wea ons was relative frequent nuclear 
wea ons wer a secon ary 
r act writings from the sixties and seventies stressed 
that--although they would be used i n combination wit h other 
weapons of mass destruction and conventional means--nuclear 
weapons are the principal decisive, most powerful means of 
destr oying the enemy. A Soviet classified writing from the mid
sixties, for example, noted that chemica l weapons were not used 
in WW II; and in WW I. rlespite the enormous casualties they
caused, were not the deciding factor in any engagement let alone 
in the outcome of the war . ~uclear weapons, . . .. . an 
decide not only battles, put an entire war. (61) 

nuring this time, Soviet chem i cal research and development 
was far less important than nucl ea r R&D. In addition, Czech an d 
Polish forces did more work in analyzing of the effects of 
nuclear than of chemical strikes and were readier in 
planning and training to use nuclear wea ons. 
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There are a numher of possible rea~ons for the 
emphasis on chem ical warfare we see in the sixties. 
classified writings of that timed monstrated clear t 
the Pact did not have suffici em o 

, .' .fu , a maJor requ ir ements. stressed t hat nuclear 
weapons should be used against the more important targets--and
used carefully so as not to waste them. T~ese concerns continued 
into the late sixties anct early seventies, even though the Pact's 
nuclear i d 
writin s 

-
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In addition, Pact writin s mentioned s ecific oualitativP. 
inad e uacies in the t es of nuc ear wea ons avai a e. Unti 
t e m1d-seventies the arsaw act acke accurate, sort-range,
low-yield tactical nuclear delivery systems which could provide 
adequat?., close-in coverage for their forces near the forward 
e dge of the battle .(FEBA). Especially, t;J]ey djd not h3~e 
nucl ear arti l Jery.

L 

Thus, in the sixties chemical weapons ev id entl y were 
important to the Soviets as "gap-fiJJecs" to balancP an 
acknowJedaed NATO ~rlv~nt~gP., Ji □ Pf preponderance. io tactical 
nu-clear weapons. This explains why, at vario us times and places
1n the IY60s, chemical weapons were clearly an integral part of 

This recurri -- · iqp of chemica l for 
ar weaoon~ w e nil b r of the latter were 
able--dates s an became common in act 
ified mi it~r wri in ·oa tile sixties. n the ate 

Sov et of 1cers were to that ,n the-eve nt of nuclear 
c as 
1tties, 

weapons shortages, art i llery preparation for a counterattack 
could cons is t of several concentrated sa lvos of chemical and 
conventional amm unit ion. (64) In particu l ar, it was no ted that : 

11 considerably fewer nuclear warheads will 
apparently be allotted to an operation in mountainous 
areas under normal cond i tions. The r nle of chemical 
weapons wil l therefore become more 1mportant and th ey 
wil l be widely used •• l~hen planning the~ 
agents in mountainous areas, •••• ~ ~ 
( 6 5) 1, '• '· ,. -

Defensive Use. Writings from the s ixt ies, particularly in 
the context of defensive operations, frequent ly noted the use of 
chemical weapons (but also conventional artillery, a ir strik:es, 
spec i al detachments, sabotage groups, airborne landings, etc . ) 
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to offset shortages of nuclear weapons. One writing ~oted that 
in army defensive operations, shortages of nuclear weapons could 
be offset to a considerable extent by chemical weapons (both to 
hit enemy personnel and to establish sectors and zo nes of 
contamination on the routes of enemy advance), as well as by 
conventional air strikes. Soviet writings note that available 
nuclear weapons can be made to "go farther,. in a defensive 
operation by using them in conjunction with chem ical weapons to 
create contamination barriers. It was also no ted ih the sixties 
that a front probably would be unable to allocate sufficient 
nuclear warheads to destroy an enemy a_irborne division's 
transport aircraft at their departure airfiel ds; therefore an 
attack would~y a mix of chemical and conventinal 
munitions. ---- (66) 

fUter the sixties such references to chemical weapons being 
use 

e oros 1 ov ca emy proposed
using nuclear ground bursts and persistent chem ic al agents to 
inflict maximum casualties on the enemy and delay his advance for 
a prolonged period. Other Soviet military academies through the 
early to mi rl - seven ti e~the use of ch em i cal weapons i n 
similar situations. - (67) 

Offensive Use. Sensitive soviet writings dealing with front 
offensive operations through the mid-seventies taught that it was 
advisable in meeting engagements to destroy enemy reserves 
simultaneously with destroying his first echelon. If the front 
did not have suffic i ent nuclear weapons for this purpose, the 
advance of enemy reserves cold b 
conventional means. 

II 
Possible Reasons for the Emphasis. It is possible that 

perceived inadequacies in the Soviet nuclear posture during the 
sixties led to a greater emphasis on the use of nuclear weapons 
not only against the most important enemy nuclear targets, but 
also on the main Soviet axes of attack, thereby assigning a 
proportionally more significant role to chemical munitions on 
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Pact writin · · · t 
ress,ve 
, nuc1ea , 
at ta Ck • l, 1 ngs not e·a some - --

d~i_s_c_o_n_c_e_r~t~i-n-g Western activities in the chemica l arena: for 
example, the US Army spent some $2 billion on chemical warfare 
between 1951 and 1960, and the Soviets expected the US al l ocation 

8 The Geneva Protocol, ratified by the USSR in 19:?.8, was not ratified f-iy the 
US until 1975. (U) 
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::h;.//ct . Anohther_pto~sible rheasonbfor temhphsasi~ on chemica~ weahpons T '.\_l.i_:_r:VV ur,ng t e six 1es may ave een e ov1et expectation tat NAO . 
would employ chemical weapons in offensive and defensive -
operations. The Soviets apparently believed themselves to be 
well behind the West throughout the sixties. Classified Pact 
wr i tings as early as the beginning of the sixties highlighted 
what they perceived to be the threat, especJally in light of US ~ ~-
failure to ratify the 1925 Geneva Protocol. According to one 
So vi et author: .;f:!'. 

"The American Imperialists, setting a high val ue on the 
effectiveness of modern chemical weapons, an d not 
considering themselves bound hy any kind of international 
agreements or their prohibitions, at the present time 
have shown intensive activity for the further improvem~nt
and production of these weapons. " (69} 
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for chemical and biological military research to at least triple 
in the 1961-66 period, Moreover, the US "military-chemical 
industry" was credited with some 100 production plants ca ab 
produc1n 250 000 ton 11 

the enormous casualties caused by their unprepare dness 
caused in World War I. 
their respect for ~estern chemistry and industrial 
potential to manufacture agents, based on existing 
capacity to produce moder~. organo
phosphorous pesticides. - (71) 

Classified Soviet writings from the sixties indicate 
extensive knowiPrlgP nt~I~ dnctr,np ~nd caoabilitie f he 
em omen o c em a Among the classified ana 
unc ass1fied US manuals in Soviet hands were: 

A 1959 "Secret" u s Army manual , Combat Against Airborne 
Landing Forces, which detailed US plans to use chemical 
(and nuclear) weapons to counter airborne landings. 
An Army/Air Force technical manual, Combat Capabilities 
and Employment of Toxic Chemicals, TM 3-200/T042C-l-2,
(as published by the GRU in 1961). 

Var ious Pact writinqs indicated a fairly detailed knowledge of 
tne agents in the Os Armv and Air Force inventories . their norma l 
ael1Very ~ystems, and Os work in the area of nerve-a ents and 
Q ec e envy or cne tr1part1te -
cnemica among the US, UK, and Canada, 
wh ereby ... ... .. . rom the work of the other two 
countri es. (72) 

According to Pact writings in the early sixties, however, 
the US chemical/biological threat was not confined to the 
tactical armaments of the Army and Air Force, There was clear 
concern that the US intended to d J 
s aceg,c m1ss1ons. e writings stated the U~ was working on an 
interc ontinenta l cruise missi l e intended for the dissemination of 
chemical and biologica1 agents. A highly-classified soviet 
writing fro m this perio d credited the Matador (1240 ki lometers 
r ange) and the Snark (10,000 kilometers range) with chemical 
payloads, The writing al so addressed US plans to use the 800 
kilometers range Regulus-I missile, pilotless a i rcraf t, a nd B-52s 
to deliver biological agents. In addition, there was--a nd 
app arently still i s--concern that US Army special-purpose forces 
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would conduct sabotage operations in Soviet rear area~~ using 
special nuclear devices as well as chemical and hacteriological 
means t~ood and water supplies and troop assembly 
areas. - (73) 

Another possible r easo n for the emphasis on the offensive 
use of chemicals in the sixties maj have been its potentially 
major ro le in ttdefense of the homeland." During that time, there 
were constant references in clas s ified wr i tings to the use of 
chemical and nuclear weapons to attack invading N~TO forces-
particularly amphibious and airborne troops, in their 
concentration points or on arrival on Warsaw Pact territory. 
Such use evidently was exerc is ed particularly in the Aaltic area 
for the coastal (Polish) front, anrl may account for the relative 
frequency of chemical warfare references in Polish military 
literature of the sixties . Since the late sixties, the 
perception of the likelihood of a major NATO invasion of Warsaw 
Pact territory evidently has diminished . There are far fewer 
references to such actions now than in the past and specific, 
detailed discussions of the use of chemical apons 
aiainst such landings are no lon ger found. (74} ,-, ·' • 

Offensive Use in Pact Exercises and Writings Since the Mid
Se.venties 

Since tbe mid-5eyentjg5 ~nviot ovo~ri~o~ aod c]assiti~ d 
writing s have reflected ~0 ~onarpnt ngrling in th g rnlp ao~ 
slanificanr.p of chemic.~ ,~ in War~aw D~rt nffpn~iVP ooecatjgns 
a~ainst NATO. Offensive--particularly massive, decisive--use of 
c emicals against NATO no longer seems to he a prominent concern 
to the Warsaw Pact. The relative lack of discussion of offensive 
chemical warfare in sensitive ~oviet ana non-Soviet military 
writings and the infre uenc of its notional la in major War 
~ sugges 1t now receives only minor a en 10n. 
- (75) 

Since the mid-seventies, there is no clear eyirlence that 
tBe in tricacies of conducting massive, offens 

r,p 
ive chemical 

o erations are a oart nf tho inc;tr11ct1<1n 1 

ic, 

Sa c e B ct writings 
doctrine expoun e there 
extensive instruction about 

offensive and defensive use of chemicals as "special " munitions 
in conjunction with nuclear weapons by a front or army. However, 
virtually identical writings since that time either omit any 
mention of the use of these weapons, or at the most, contain 
ambiguous references that seem not to imply massive use. In 
previous years such writings clearly would have contained 
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references to 1arge-~ nt of toxic chemical or 
"special" weapons. ---- (76) 

A sensitive wr iti ng from 1977 for instance, discusses Pact 
warfighting with nuclear and conventiona l "means of destruction" 
without mentioning offensive chemical use . It refers to t he 
planning, targeting, yields, and numher of nuclear warheads 
needed, but does not present comparable detailed pla nning for the 
employment of chemica l s. Although chemic~l strike planning that 
would have appeared earlier in such a writing is omitted, the 
work inco rporated a detailed account ~ bil iti es to 
conduct extensi ve chemical strikes . ....... (77) 

Another classified instructional writing of the same vi ntage
deals with front operations on a coastal axis. Although it 
refers, in a discussion of troop control rluring preparations for 
an offensive operation , to operational d i rectives and documents 
wh i ch specify the employment of nuclear weapons "and other means 
of ma ss destruction," it lacks any further specific mention of 
toxic chemical weapons. It rliscusses the conduct of operati ons 
with nuclear or conventional weapons alone, Treatment of 
nonnucl ear ordnance gave no indi cation of offensive, toxic, 
chemical munitions . Exten sive allocations of nuclear weapons 
were specified--along with information on nuc l ear targeting and 
yield s--i ndicating that a coastal front might employ some 680 
nuclea r weapons during an entire operat ion . These we apons were 
divided into those for use in the initial massed nuclear strike, 
immedi ate tasks, for follow-up tasks, and for a reserve. Not 
even in the allocations for subsequent missile or aircraft 
strikes in the nuclear phase, however, was there evidence of the 
inclu sion of chemical weapons on the Pact side--although there 
was for NATO. In fact, NATO, in this writ ing , initiated the 
nuclear phase of the war with a massed nuclear strike, combined 
with a sizable num~er of chemical strikes with Vx. nespite 
NATO's use of chemic a ls and their postulated effectiveness, there 
was no indication that the Pact r--1y nuclear--

nclud ed toxic chemical weapons. (78) 

As is the t · 

ions 1n s or 
s. n ac , ere ,s no 1n ,ca ,on 1n c ass, 1e wr1t1ngs of 

aii",ysignif icant level of train in g or exercising in the emplo.vment 
of t oxic chemical agents and munitions. In add ition, there is no 
ind i cation in detailed, highly classified Soviet and non-Soviet 
critiq ~ jor exercises--such as in the Soyuz, Shield, 
Zapad, series--of large, simulated allocation or 
employm en o chemicals since the early seventies, despite 
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incl usion of extensive information on the fire planning and 
allocation of nuclP.ar weapons. Similar classified crit ique s 
the sixt ie s soecificall addressed the allocation nd em l 
b rces. of li1r_e_· -· of 
c m, "-5-.-1 .c:. 'VI om c: i!<: ..,p s • -.,n-cnough 
tHere was no n 1cat1on of Pact offensive chemffa1 usi in CPXs 
and FTXs in the exercise critiques since the early seventies, 
there i s no apparent reason why chemicals cou l d not have heen 
played . According to a mid-sevent ie s classif ied planning guirle
for the organization and conduct of Warsaw Pact-wide comhinerl 
exercises, the planning documents used in preparation for such an 
exercise could include information as to the distributio 

s and bombs with nuclear and "special" warheads. 
( 91)

', -

In addition, there is no indication in recent highl x
classified Pact crit19u es of nationar-1eve1 SpYiPt. ngp-Sgyi~t, 
or War~aw Pact-~ide ooer atjona l apd cqmbat trainjgq nf aov 
exten$1V ~ treio1ne in or role tor offpnsiv e. toxic, chemic~]
wethon s. Moreover, no clearly offensive chemical training-
ra er than training in the use of smoke and flame/i ncendiary
devices -- has be n · 
sixties 

e ear y s1xt1es, n con trast, training
employment of chemical weapons was r~ 
critiques of operational training. -

Further, there is no mention of the offensjyP
chemicals i n a wide variet of classifi ed militar 

P.rev,ous fears. ese cover a range of subjects from the conauct 
of radioe ectronic warfare to the combat capabil ities of tactica l 
aviation. Of particular note, there is no mention of the use of 
chemicals or "special" weapons in a Pact document from the mid 
to-late seventies addressing the cooperat i on and coord i nation 
needed between the ground forces and tactical aviation. The 
document specifically discussed the critical need for precise 
coordination amongst the various national forces during combined 
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actions, specifically in regard to methods of employing nuclear 
weapons. Yet there is ~f the coordination needed 
for chemical weapons. ---- (82) 

-f..:JC.-.JL Some in the IJS Intelligence Community have argued that, 
7(\ 7j-despite the paucity of recent information from exercises and 

training concerning the offensive use of chemica l s, the Warsaw 
Pact is acquir ing the necessary training in planning and 
condu~ting mnjor, decisive use of chemicals under the guise of 
other types of operat i ons. These observers stress that training
which includes the use of live agents is prP.paring Warsaw Pact 
forces to operate in a chemically contaminated environment, 
including one contaminated with agents un i que to the Pact such as 
Soman. The argument also has been advanced that there is little 
difference between a chemical and a high explosive round and that 
training in use of the latter is sufficient for use of the 
former. ~ccording to this line of reasoning, the Pact could get 
the training it needs in opposed-forces exercises where friendly
forces play the ro • • 
chemical a ents. 

Soman has never heen included in the U~ inventory of toxic 
agents but there have been ambiguous allusions to this type
of agent in some · 
capabilities. 

It has been asserted that many of the procedures for firing 
chemical munitions are analogous to those for nuclear or 
conventional fire support, and that Pact forces could practice 
the pl ann i ng and coordination needed for massed chemical strikes 
under the guise of planning for the employment of nuc l ear and 
conventional weapons. In Soviet exercises, primarily command 
post exercises, many aspects of nuclear planning and coordination 
are practic d · s involved, according to Pact 
writings include: 

intelligence gathering and evaluation. 
target identification. 
selection of delivery means. 
dissemination of target data. 
• • • • 41 ordinate elements of impending strikes. 
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	hinder enemy repair and recovery work and the 
	reconstruction of destroyed installations. 
	disorganize shipbuilding and repair. 
	hamper enemy use of ports as well as naval bases. 
	prevent the enemy from conducting combat actions in 
	specified areas. 
	precludP. the enemy from using specified a i rfie ld s (by 
	using chemicals and conventiona l munitions to neutralize 
	the airfield for one day) . 
	s missiles (by up to an hour ) . 
	restrict the maneuver of enemy armor anrl channe l it into 
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	Pact writings also stressed the use of chemical weapons in combination with high explosive and fragmentation munit i ons, although normally in what appeared to be a nuclear war context. Additional casualties would result and further combat an d 
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	recovery (reconstitution) efforts woulrl be hindererl by requiring enemy personnel to operate in hot and bulky protective gear. Soviet doctrine as far back as WW II envisaged forcing the enemy to don protective gear as a specific goal of chemical use. Ope~ating in such gear would redu ce the soldier's fighting albility, tire and demnralize him, and use up his rlefensive 
	_ t• •t lie II a
	equipmen m more susceptible to later chemical attack. 
	Other uses for chemical strikes, according to Soviet writings from the mid -sevent ies , include: 
	attacking enemy grouping s which have not been suff i ciently neutralized with nuclear weapons. disruption of the enemy's transition to the defense. en su ring high ra t es of maneuver, defeating the enemy in mee tin g engagements. destroying encircled force s. assisting in the capture of fortified areas. preparing for assault crossing of wide water obstacles (rivers, straits, or bays over 150 meters width) and the 
	capture of straits zones. 
	assisting in mountain operations (hy attacking enemy forces defending passes, gaps, and road junctions). supporting de sert operations (in particular, to contaminate oases and sources of water--as well as supply 
	points for water and fuel). 
	The use of chemical weapons to seize or defend urban areas and in operations conducted in cold cl i mates are not addressed in the 1,-. e111. rable
	I 
	sensitive materials a decade earli er, (35) 
	Nuclear means, including enemy missile units, nuclear artil l ery, nuclear-de livery aircraft, and nuclear storage and logistics sites or unit s, Airfields, particul arly those at which nuclear-delivery 
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	aircraft are based. 
	Command and control posts at the brigade, division, 
	corps, and army, observation and radar reconnaissance 
	posts, as well as radio-technical or radio-electronic 
	installations. 
	Large concentrations of troops in the open, i.e., 
	assembly areas. 
	Advancing troop groupings. 
	Tactical or operational reserves in concentration areas, 
	moving forward, or in loading _areas. 
	Rear services installations. 
	Personnel in points of resistance. 
	River crossing sites and other obstacles to movement. 
	Other targets which were considered 
	key, at least in the sixties,
	included air defenses, ports, naval bases, and airfields 
	supporting the e~enemy 
	landing forces. -(36) 
	Changing Emphasis on Offensive Use of Chemical Warfare 
	Greater Emphasis 1n Sixties. 
	0
	During the 196Q~ ~nrl intn tho ~~Jy seventies, tbec 0 
	a eared to be a greater, clearer em hasis on offensive chemical 
	u -~ ~ mp oyment of chemical weapons was an 
	integral part of Soviet planning for general nuclear war with 
	NATO. The Pact normally included the offensive use of chemicil 
	1
	a_nd nuclear weapons in plann,n front offe..n..sive and detensfve 
	ra ning sy abae routine y 
	for the use of both chemical and nuclear weapons in offensive and defensive operations of front and army; in combat use of rocket troops and artillery; in rear services support to the ground fo so forth. I.gpSecret Sovi et d_ocuments rovid 11 r c ass, 1e ac wr, 1ngs, 1nc ude numerous re erences to use aha planninq tor the use. of chemical munitions bydiv1s1ons, armies, and front~· by Soviet tact ical and strateg i c aviation; in support of airborne and amphibious landing operations, as we11 as in defense ag
	I • 
	Service Regu1ations during the sixties. (57) 
	Be1ow is a short list of examples of the articles dealing 
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	exclusive]~ with chemical employment doctrine, planning tactics, agents, de ivery systems, ~nrl effectivenes, which apeared in Warsaw Pact classified military writings: · 
	1Q61: "Principles of the Employment of ~hemical Weapons" 
	• • t I • 
	2:'i\ 1 
	.. weapons in general. 
	ii c eon e use o c en11ca 
	late sixties/early seventies in an article on the employment of chemi support of divisionlevel operations . ( 58) 
	0II Cj Qq t he sj xt j e s , of f e nsi v e u !; e n_f (: b"m i Cal we a o op s was discus~ed extensively in Pact literature and. in conjunction with nuclear weapons, was trequent fy practiced or simulated 1n war games ana exercises. f1e1a tra,n,rig exercises (Fl~sj occas1onally included live firing of chemical munitions. At the Voroshilov General Staff Academy, classroom training, war games, and command post exe rcises gave sen io r officers extensive practice in planning and coordinating massive chemical 
	CJassroom training also occu . ' oog them Frunze Combined m d 
	ttie T~moshenko Chemi anrl p i n a 1 1 the ot er com w n the Chemica1 Oefense Academy, and possib y 1n some o'T'lter lower-level military schools, P.Xf)P.rienced comhinecJ arms office rs--whose units woul d he the actual users of chemical munitions --apparently received the more "nuts-and-bolts" training 
	7 
	The vast majority of references in classified writings to Pact offensive use of chemical weapons were in articles dealing with 
	German and Bulgarian troops often were involved in national exercises or in major combined Warsaw Pact exercises with simulated employment of chemical and nuclear weapons. • According to Soviet military writings, aspects of chemical and nuclear weapons employment and the use of computers to assess their effectiveness occurred in the annual training plans, war games,CPXs, and FTXs of many military districts. Our evidence is best for the Carpathian MO, but at least the Leningrad, Baltic, Kiev, Odessa, and Tur
	. Even io the sixties, when train in g and Tlanning for the use 
	of chemical and nucl ear wea ons was relative frequent nuclear wea ons wer a secon ary r act writings from the sixties and seventies stresserl t at--although they would be used in combination with other weapons of mass destruction and conventional means--nuclear weapons are the principal decisive, most powerful means of destroying the enemy. A Soviet classified writing from the midsixties, for example. noted th at chemical weapons were not used in WW II; and in WW I, rlespite the enormous casualties theyca
	nuring this time, Soviet chemical research and development was far less important than nuclear R&D. In addition, Czech and Polish forces did more work in analyzing of the effects of 
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	There are a numher of possible reaions for the greater emphasis on chemical warfare we see in the sixties. Soviet classified writings of that timed monstrated clear th t the Pact did not have suffici em o fu , a maJor requirements. stressed that nuclear weapons should be used against the more important targets--andused carefully so as not to waste them. These concerns continued i nt o the late sixties and early seventies, even thoug h the Pact's 
	' :· 
	~ . 
	·~ . 
	.:r ...· 
	-~..\~ 
	-
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	In addition, Pact writin s mentioned s ec ific aualitativP. inad e uacies in the t es of nuc ear wea ons avai a e. Unti t e m1d-seventies the arsaw act acke accurate, s ort-ra~ge,low-yield tactical nuclear delivery systems which could provide adequat?., close-in coverage for their forces near the forward edge of the battle .(FEBA). Especially, tJ]ey djd not h3~e nuclear artil Jery.
	C 
	Thus, in the sixties chemical weapons ev id ently were important to the Soviets as "oap-fi)Jec~" to balancP an acknowledaed NATO ~rlv~nt~gP, it not oceaoodecance, in tactical nu-clear weapons. This explains why, at various times and pl .aces 1n the IY60s, chemical weapons were clearly an integral part of 
	could consist of several concentrated sa l vos of chemical and conventional amm unit ion. (64) In particular, it was noted that: 
	" ••• considerably fewer nuclear warheads will apparently be allotted to an operation in mountainous areas under normal cond i tions. The ro le of chemical weapons wil l therefore become more wil l be widely used •• When planning ~ 
	( fi 5 ) I, ,, ,. ,. 
	Defensive Use. Writings from the sixties, part i cularly in the context of defensive operations, frequent ly noted the use of chemical weapons (but also conventional artillery, air strikes, special detachments, sabotage groups, airborne landings, etc.) 
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	to offset shortages of nuclear weapons. One writing ~oted that 
	in army defensive operations, shortages of nuclear weapons could 
	be offset to a considerable extent by chemical weapons (both to 
	hit enemy personnel and to establish sectors and zones of 
	contamination on the routes of enemy advance), as well as by 
	conventional a1r strikes. Soviet writings note that available 
	nuclear weapons can be made to ttgo fartheru in a defensive 
	operation by using them in conjunction with chemica l weapons to 
	create contaminat i on barriers. It was also noted ih the sixties 
	that a front probably would be unable to allocate sufficient 
	nuclear warheads to destroy an enemy a_irborne division's 
	transport aircraft at their departure airfields; therefore an 
	attack would~ya mix of chemical and conventinal munitions. ----(66) · 
	fUter the sixties suc h references to chemical weapons being 
	using nuclear ground bursts and persistent chemical agents to inflict maximum casualties on the enemy and delay his advance for a prolonged period. Other Soviet military academies through the ear 1 y to mi rl -seven ti e~the use of ch em i ca 1 weapons i n similar situations. -(67) 
	Offensive Use. Sensitive soviet writings dealing with front offensive operations through the mid-seventies taught that it was advisable in meeting engagements to destroy enemy reserves simultaneously wi th destroying his first echelon. If the front did not have suf fici ent nuclear weapons for this purpose , the advance of enemy reserves cold b · · conventional means . 
	Possible Reasons for the Emphasis. It is possible that perceived inadequacies in the Soviet nuclear posture during the sixties led to a greater emp hasi s on the use of nuclear weapons 
	not only against the most important enemy nuc l ear targets, but 
	also on the m~in Soviet axes of attack, thereby assigning a 
	proportionally more significant ro le to chemical munitions on 
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	j
	.. 
	:25\1 
	.,_ ...\-\' 
	ome su s an 1at1on for this thesis is provided by
	• II • • .. • 
	n chemical use in operations on mountain axes. 
	' 
	// Another possible reason for emphasis on chemical weapons
	during the sixties may have been the Soviet expectation that NATO would employ chemical weapons in offensive and defensive operations. The Soviets apparently believed themselves to be well behind the West throughout the sixties. Cla ssified Pact writings as early as the beginning of the sixties highlighted what they perceived to be the threat, especJally in light of US failure to ratify the 1925 Geneva Protocol. According to one 
	Soviet author: 
	"The American Imperialists, setting a high value on the 
	effectiveness of modern chemical weapons, and not 
	considering themselves bound hy any kind of international 
	agreements or their prohibitions, at the present time 
	have shown intensive activity for the further improvem~nt
	and production of these weapons. " (69} 
	Pact writin t 
	d~i_s_c_o_n_c_e_r~t~i~n-g Western activities in the chemica l arena: for example, the US Army spent some $2 billion on chemical warfare between 1951 and 1960, and the Soviets expected the US allocation 
	8 
	The Geneva Protocol, ratified by the USSR in 1928, was not ratified f-iy the 
	US until 1975. (U) 
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	for chemical and biological military research to at least triple in the 1961-66 period, Moreover, the US "military-chemical 
	the enormous casualties caused by their unpreparedness 
	caused in World War I. their respect for ~estern chemistry and industrial potential to manufacture agents, based on existing 
	: ,·.
	capacity to produce moder~. organophosphorous pesticides. -(71) 
	Classified Soviet writings from the sixties indicate 
	extensive knowiPngP nt~I~ dnctr,n? ~nd caoabilitie f he em omen o c em a Among the classified ano 
	unc ass1fied US manuals in Soviet hands were: 
	A 1959 "Secret" US Army manual, Combat Against Airborne Landing Forces, which detailed US plans to use chemical (and nuclear) weapons to counter airborne landings. An Army/Air Force technical manual, Combat Capabilities and Employment of Toxic Chemicals, TM 3-200/T042C-1-2, (as published by the GRU in 1961). 
	Variou s Pact writ i nqs indicated a fairl det lP f rmv an Air Force inventories, their norma l ae, 1Very ?ystems, and Os work in the area of nerve-a ents and R envy or cne tr1part1te 
	the US, UK, and Canada, of the other two 
	countri es. ( 7 2) 
	According to Pact writings in the early sixties, however, the US chemical/biological threat was not confined to the tactical armaments of t he Army and Air Force, T~ere was cle~r concern that the US intended to develop weapons to £111ti) 1 strategic m1ss1ons. The writings stated the U~ was working on an intercontinental cruise missi l e intended for the dissemination of chemical and biological agents. A highly-classified soviet writing from this period credited the Matador (1240 ki lometers range) and the S
	to deliver biological agents. In addition, there was--and appa rently still is--concern that US Army special-purpose forces 
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	'•• ·l .. 
	would conduct sabotage operations in Soviet rear special nuclear devices as well as chemical and means t~ood and water supplies and 
	areas. -(73) 
	Another possible reason for the emphasis on 
	areas~ using bacteriological troop assembly 
	the offensive 
	use of chemicals in the sixties may have been its potentially major role in "defense of the homeland." During that time, there were constant references in classified writings to the use of chemical and nuclear weapons to attack invading N~TO forces-particularly amphibious and airborne troops, in their concentration points or on arrival on Warsaw Pact territory. Such use evidently was exercised particularly in the Raltic area for the coastal (Pol i sh) front, anrl may account for the relative 
	..,.. . 
	frequency of chemical warfare references in Polish military 
	literature of the sixties. Since the late sixties, the perception of the likelihood of a major NATO invasion of Warsaw Pact territory evidently has diminished. There are far fewer references to such actions now than in the past and specific, detailed discussions of the use of chemical apons a~ainst such landings are no longer found. (74) 
	Offensive Use in Pact Exercises and Writings Since the Mid
	Se.venties 
	Sin ce the mirl-5eyentjg5 ~nviot ovo~ri~o~ and c]assjfjednn nnparpnt norlino in tho rnle ao~ s,anificanr.p of chP.mir.~,~ in War~aw Pnrt nffpn~iVP ooecatjgp~ a~ainst NATO. Offensive--particularly massive, decisive--use of c emicals against NATO no longer seems to he a prominent concern to the Warsaw Pact. The relative lack of discussion of offensive chemical warfare in sensitive ~oviet ana non-Soviet military writings and the infre uenc of its notional la in major War 
	~sugges 1t now receives only minor a en 10n. 
	----(75) 
	Since the mid-seventies, there is no clear eyirlence that intricacies of conducting massive, offensive chemical 
	o erations are a oart nf thi:> in~tr11ct1nn l Sa f ca m a ct writings doctrine expoun e there 
	extensive instruction about offensive and defensive use of chemicals as "special " munitions in conjunction with nuclear weapons by a front or army. However, virtually identical writings sfnce that time either omit any mention of the use of these weapons, or at the most, contain ambiguous references that seem not to imply massive use. In 
	previous years such writings clearly would have contained 
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	references to 1arge-~nt of toxic chemical or "special" weapons. ~ (75) 
	A sens itive writ i ng from 1977 for instance, discusses Pact warfighting with nuclear and convehtiona l "means of destruction" without mentioning offensive chemical use. It refers to the planning, targeting, yields, and number of nuclear warheads needed, but does not present comparable detailed planning for the employment of chemicals. Although chemic~l strike plann ing that 
	would have appeared earlier in such a writing i s omitted, the work incorporated a detailed account ~bilities to co n d u ct ext en s i v e chem i ca l st r i ke s • ~ (7 7 ) 
	Another classified instructional writing of the same vi ntagedeals with front operations on a coastal axis. Although it refers, in a discussion of troop control rluring preparations for an offensive operation, to operational directives and documents wh i ch specify the employment of nuclear weapons "and other means of ma ss destruction," it lacks any further specific mention of toxic chemical weapons. It rliscusses the conduct of operations with nuclear or conventional weapons alone, Treatment of nonnuclear
	was no indication that the Pact r--1y nuclear-
	nclud ed toxic chemical weapons. (78) 
	any significant level of training or exercising in the emp loymen t of toxi c chemica l agents and munitions. In addition, there is no ind i cation in detailed, highly classified Soviet and non-Soviet critiq..jor exercises--such as in the Soyuz, Shield, Zapad , series--of large, simulated allocation or emp l oymen o chemicals since the early seventies, despite 
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	inclu s i on of ex t ensive information on the fire planning and 
	b r Ce S • 0 f l ;i-,. -e-· 0 f 
	c m, c;.~.J <:. '\.11 .om c: ;ic: 111P s • ·1n-r:nough 
	tHere was no n 1cat1on of Pact offensive chemf~a1 usi in CPXs 
	and FTXs in the exercise critiques since the early seventies, 
	there i s no apparent reason why chemicals cou l d not have heen 
	played. According to a mid-seventies classified planning guirle
	for the organization and conduct of Warsaw Pact-wide comhinerl 
	exercises, the planning documents us ed in preparation for such an 
	exercise could include information as to the distributio 
	s and bombs with nuclear and "s pecial " warheads. ( 91)
	', 
	In addition, there is no indication in recent higbl~
	classified Pact crit19ues ot national-leve1 $pviet, ngn-Sgyj~t, 
	or Clar~aw Pact-~jde ooeratjonal and cqrnbat traiojcg, at aov 
	exten~1v9 treiaJnP in or rnle for offpnsive. toxic. chemic~]
	wethons. Moreover, no clearly offensive chemical trainin·g-
	ra er than training in the use of smoke and flame/incendiary 
	previous fears. ese cover a ran ge of subjects from the conauct of radioe ectronic warfare to the combat capabilities of tactica l aviation. Of particular note, there is no mention of the use of chemicals or "special" weapons in a Pact document from the mi dto-late seventies adrlressing the cooperat ion and coord i nation needed between the ground forces and tactical aviation. The document specifically discussed the critical need for precise coordination amongst the various national forces during combined 
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	actions, specifically in regard to methods of employing nuclear 
	weapons. Yet there is ~fthe coordination needed 
	for chemical weapons. 111111111111111 (82) 
	Some in the IJS Intelligence Community have argued that,7f\ ~despite the paucity of recent informat1on from exerc ises and training concerning the offensive use of chemicals, the ijArsaw Pact is acquiring the necessary training in planning and conducting major, decisive use of chemicals under the guise of othe r types of operations. These observers stress that trainingwhich includes the use of live agen ts is prP.paring w~rsaw Pact forces to operate in a chemically contaminated environment, including one co
	Soman has never heen included in the U~ inventory of toxic agents but there have been ambiguous allusions to this typeof agent in some · capabilities. 
	It has been asserted that many of the procedures for firing chemical munit ions are analogous to those for nuclear or conventional fire support, and that Pact forces could practice the planning and coordination needed for massed chemical strikes under the guise of planning for the employment of nuclear and conventional weapons. In Soviet exercises, primarily command post exercises, many aspects of nuclear planning and coordin at ion are practic d · s involved, according to Pact writings include: 
	intelligence ga thering and evaluat ion . target identification. selection of delivery means. dissemination of target data. 
	-· . . . ' ordinate elements of impending strikes. 
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